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Mott–Littleton theory 267, 275–276
Muggianu–Jacob model 61, 62
multicomponent solutions 59–65
estimation of higher order interaction terms in
~ 62–63
modelling of ~ without multicomponent terms
63–64
multipole refinement 186
multi-site mixing in solid solutions 64–65
muscovite solid solution
\(\text{Al}/\text{Si ordering in the} \sim 238–239
exchange interactions in the \sim 238
\(J4\) exchange interactions in the \sim 238
Monte Carlo simulation of the \sim 237–241
temperature dependence of the \(^{29}\text{Si} \text{MAS-NMR}
peak intensities in the \sim 240
muscovite structure 239
\(\text{NaCl-structure type} \)
energetics of ~ solid solutions 126–128
structural and elastic properties of oxides of
~ 137
Nagasawa equation 260
\(\text{Na–K alkali feldspar solid solution} \)
comparison of the ~ with the grossular–pyrope
solid solution 85–90
configurational entropies of mixing of the ~ 89
enthalpies of mixing of the ~ 88
excess heat capacities of mixing of the ~ 87, 88
exsolution and microstructures in ~ 414
plateau effect in the ~ 158
vibrational entropies of mixing of the ~ 88
volumes of mixing of the ~ 85, 86
nearest-neighbour \(\text{Al}/\text{Si exchange interactions for}
aluminosilicate crystals} 243
nearest-neighbour interactions 228
\(\text{Neel temperature} \)
355
\(\text{neighbour counting, constraints on} \) 245–246
\(\text{Nernst partition coefficient} \)
251
\(\text{Nernst’s law and internal disequilibrium} \) 424–425
\(\text{Neuman–Kopp rule} \)
29, 30
\(\text{Newton–Haselton model} \)
112
\(\text{non-ideal mixing} \)
107–110
\(\text{non-ideal solid solutions} \)
107–110
\(\text{nonmerohedral twinning} \)
406
\(\text{non-random two liquid (NRTL) model} \) 57–58
\(\text{NRTL model see non-random two liquid model}
\text{nucleation and growth} \) 409–411
heterogeneous ~ 409, 410
homogeneous ~ 411
\(\text{Olivine, Onuma diagram for} \) 256
omissional solid solutions 4
\(\text{one-site binary mixing models} \)
47–59
\(\text{comparison of} \)
58–59
\(\text{Onuma diagram} \)
254
\(\text{optimum radius} \)
262
\(\text{variation of} \)
264
\(\text{ordering interactions, empirical representation} \)
228–229
ordering processes, Monte Carlo simulations of 230
oxide solutions
- critical temperatures, calculated and experimental,
  for binary ~ 147
  free energy of mixing of ~ with rocksalt structure ~ 94

Pairwise interactions 155
partial dislocation 399, 401
partitioning see trace-element partitioning
partition coefficient(s) 251, 261-266
cation radius and ~ 262
determination of the ~ 251-252
Nernst ~ 251
variation of ~ 264
PD see probability distribution 316
periclase–magnesioferrite intergrowth 195
periclase–wustite, Fe–Mg exchange in 193–194
permanent compaction of glasses 439-441
perovskite solid solution series
IR spectra of the ~ 160
autocorrelation analysis of the ~ 160, 161
variation of the transition temperature in the ~ 159
petrogenetic grids 102
phase diagrams
~ and atomic mass variations 25
~ and finite concentrations of trace elements 289-297
phase equilibrium experiments, thermodynamic data
from 71-72
phenomenological models of solid solutions,
comparison of 149-150
phenomenological theory of solid solutions 121-153
extension of the ~ from the NaCl-type to other
structure types 128-136
n-transfer 351
plagioclase solid solutions
2T mixing model for the ~ 105-106, 107
4T mixing model for the ~ 105-106, 107
enthalpies of solution of the ~ 169, 171
IR spectra of the ~ 169
autocorrelation analysis of the ~ 168–169, 170
MM mixing model for the ~ 105-106, 107
phase diagram of the ~ 157
variation of transition temperature of the ~ 170-171, 172
planar defects 385, 387, 401-407
plateau effect 158-159
~ in the albite–orthoclase solid solution 158
point defect(s) 385, 396, 397, 398
concentration of ~ 396
Mott–Littleton theory of ~ 267, 275-276
observation of ~ 397-398
point-defect energy (energies)
~ calculation 270–275
supercell approach for the ~ 267, 269–275
two-region strategy for the ~ 267, 268
polysomatic defects 405
polyomes 405
potential energy, interatomic 221
power series multicomponent models 59-61
precipitation see exsolution
pressure–temperature determinations in metamorphic
rocks 101-118
pressure–temperature estimations 101-102
restrictions of ~ 102–103
Prigogine–Defay ratio 424
primary atomic displacements see atomic
displacements
probability distribution (PD) 316
basic cluster ~ 317-319
~ of the square cluster 318
projected multicomponent models 61, 62
pseudo wave function 215
pseudomerohedral twinning 407
pyrope–grossular see grossular–pyrope
pyroxene solid solutions, Monte Carlo simulations
of 234–237
pyroxene structure 234
QC model see quasi-chemical model
QLD see quasiharmonic lattice dynamics
QMC see Quantum Monte Carlo method
quantum mechanic models of interatomic
interactions 227
Quantum Monte Carlo method 218
quasi-chemical (QC) method/model 53-55,
314–315
quasiharmonic approximation 269
quasiharmonic lattice dynamics (QLD) 269, 290
Raoult’s law 42
reaction calorimetry 78–79
reciprocal solutions 43, 44-47
Redlich–Kister model 48, 61
Regular Solution model 48-49, 359-361
relaxation
~ energy 308
defect energy and ~ 280
lattice strain energy and ~ 280
~ parameter 122
~ times 425, 426, 427
~ and configurational entropy 437
vibrational vs. configurational ~ 427, 428, 429
reverse drop calorimetry 78
Richard’s rule 32, 33
SAED see selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) 389, 390
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) 386, 395
Schrödinger equation 214
KS form of the ~ 214
screw dislocation 398, 400
secondary atomic displacements see atomic displacements
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) 389, 390
semicoherent interface 409
SHELL free energy minimisation code 269
short-range interatomic interactions 226
short-range order (SRO) 304, 309–312, 331–334
short-range structural information 180
a-transfer 351
silicate solid solutions
binary mixing properties of ~ 81–84
configurational entropy of binary ~ 303–346
excess enthalpies of mixing of binary ~ 84
heat capacities of binary ~ 83
influence of elastic strain heterogeneities in ~ 155–178
lattice strain parameters for ~ 263
nearest-neighbour Al/Si exchange interactions for aluminosilicate solid solutions ~ 243
site bulk moduli for ~ 265
volumes of mixing of binary ~ 82
Simple Mixture model 48, 54
single-site solutions 5–46
site bulk modulus (moduli) 264–266
~ for silicate minerals 265
site compliance 123
site populations, determination of 187, 188
site preference energy 310
~ and configurational energy 338–339
site symmetry and multiplicities ~ for a cubic site 131
~ of cuboctahedral configurations 135
slip plane 399
solid solution(s), see also solution(s)
background information on ~ 3–5
classification of ~ 4
degree of ~ and structural properties 194
excess enthalpy of mixing of a ~ 74
exsolutions in mineral ~ 408–414
general survey of ~ 3–7
geometrical aspects of ~ 193–200
ideal ~ 104–107
interstitial ~ 4
key references and texts on ~ 7
local strain fields in a ~ 219–223
magnetic ordering in ~ 349–363
NaCl-structure type ~ 126–128
non-ideal ~ 107–110
omissions ~ 4
one-site binary mixing models for ~ 47–59
phenomenological theory of ~ 121–153
research history of ~ 5–6
scientific perspective of ~ research 7
semi-empirical phenomenological models of ionic ~ 123–126
~ stability 147–148
substitutional ~ 4
thermodynamic modelling of ~ 37–69, 303
thermodynamics of ~ (basic concepts) 104–110
total entropy of mixing of a ~ 74–75
solution(s)
athermal ~ 56
brief outline of the thermodynamics of ~ 39–45
dilute ~ 41–42
disordered ~ 46–47
excess functions of ~ 42
Gibbs free energy of ~ 39
ionic ~ model 45–47
mixing energy of ~ 42
molar Gibbs energy of ~ 42
multicomponent ~ 59–65
estimation of higher order interaction terms in ~ 62–63
modelling of ~ without multicomponent terms 63–64
reciprocal ~ 43, 44–47
regular ~ 48
silicate ~ q.v.
single-site ~ 45–46
~ energy(energies) 279
~ with multi-site mixing 64–65
~ energy (energies) 279–280
and strain energy 281
surface vs. bulk ~ 286
symmetric ~ 487
solvsus diagrams 408
spin wave 352
~ dispersion curves 352–353
~ for Fe3O4 353
spinel solid solution
Monte Carlo simulations of the ~ 241–242
temperature dependence of the order parameter for Mg/Al ordering in the ~ 241
thermodynamic functions for Mg/Al ordering in the ~ 242
spinodal decomposition 411
SRO see short-range order
stability of solid solutions 147–148
stacking faults 402–403
formation of ~ 403
images of ~ 402–403
standard state and activity 41
static lattice simulations 269
static limit 269
STEM see scanning transmission electron microscopy
strain
Brice equation for ~ energy 150, 260
energy of macroscopic ~ 156
lattice ~ energy and relaxation energy 280
lattice ~ models 260–266
limitations of the ~ 266
lattice ~ parameters for silicate minerals 263
local ~ fields in a solid solution 219–223
Nagasawa equation for ~ energy 260
role of ~ in the thermodynamic mixing properties of
binary oxide and silicate solid solutions 71–100
~ and enthalpy of mixing 93–95, 220
~ and heat capacities 92–93
~ and stress 219, 221–222
~ and vibrational entropies of mixing 92–93
~ and volumes of mixing 90–92
~ energy and defect energy 280
~ energy and solution energy 281
strain-free solvus see chemical solvus
stress and strain 219, 221–222
structural information
long-range ~ 180
short-range ~ 180
structural properties and the degree of solid
solution 194
structure refinement as an analytical tool 182, 183,
184–185
structure relaxation and local atomic
displacements 121–123
subregular model 49–50
substitution
coupled heterovalent ~ 180
homovalent ~ 180
substitutional defect
Ba ~ in MgO 272–273, 274–275
defect parameters for a ~ 272
defect volumes, energies and entropies of
formation for a ~ 273
variation of defect parameters for a ~ with
temperature 274–275
substitutional solid solutions 4
supercell approach 213, 214, 267, 269–275
superalattice cell see supercell
symmetric solutions 48
Tammann–Vogel–Fulcher equation 438
TEM see transmission electron microscope and
transmission electron microscopy
thermochemical cycle 79
thermochemical measurements 78–79
thermodynamic data
internally consistent ~ 102
~ from calorimetry 72
~ from element partitioning experiments 72
~ from phase equilibrium experiments 71–72
thermodynamic functions 14–15
thermodynamic integration and thermodynamic
properties 246–248
thermodynamic mixing properties see also
thermodynamic properties
direct measurements of ~ 72
thermodynamic modeling of solid solutions 37–69,
303
thermodynamic properties see also thermodynamic
mixing properties
Debye and Einstein models and ~ 17–18
dependence of ~ on atomic masses and
bonding 11–36
direct determination of ~ 76–81
experimental methods for the ~ 76–81
separation of interatomic forces and atomic
masses in ~ 23
thermodynamic integration and ~ 246–248
thermodynamics
defect ~ 270–275
~ of magnetic ordering 357–363
~ of pure phases 73
~ of solid solutions 39–45, 104–110
~ of substitutional solid solutions 73–75
thermophysical measurements 76–78
Toop model 61, 62
topological entropy 420
total entropy of mixing of a solid solution 74–75
trace element incorporation
computer simulation of ~ into a crystal lattice
267–297
experimental studies of ~ 251–266
~ in minerals and melts 251–302
trace element partition(ing)
analytical techniques for the determination of
~ 252–253
controls on ~ 254
direct simulation of ~ 286–289
exchange equilibria and ~ 258–259
fusion equilibria and ~ 257–258
Monte Carlo calculations of ~ 286–289
thermodynamic considerations related to ~ 255–
coefficients see partition coefficients
~ experiments 251, 252, 253–255
trace element(s)
defect, relaxation and solution energies of ~ in minerals and melts 276–286
finite concentrations of ~ and phase diagrams 289–297
heterovalent substitution of ~ 281–286
isovalent substitution of ~ 276–281
transformation twinning 406
transition temperature, plateau in ~ 153–154
transmission electron microscope (TEM) 386, 387, 388
additional lenses of the ~ 388
amplitude-contrast (single-beam) bright-field (BF) imaging in the ~ 390–391
amplitude-contrast (single-beam) dark-field (DF) imaging in the ~ 391
analytical modes in the ~ 392–395
convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) in the ~ 390
diffraction modes in the ~ 388–390
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analysis in the ~ 394, 395
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) detectors of the ~ 388
electron gun of the ~ 386
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis in the ~ 392, 393
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) detectors of the ~ 388
energy-filtered analysis (EFTEM) in the ~ 395
illumination system of the ~ 386
imaging modes in the ~ 390–392
objective lens of the ~ 386, 388
operational modes in the ~ 388–395
recording systems of the ~ 388
scanning TEM in the ~ 395
selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) in the ~ 389, 390
specimen stage of the ~ 388
weak-beam dark field imaging in the ~ 391
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of rock forming minerals 385–418
twin Tian-Calvet design high-temperature calorimeter 80
twinning 405–407
deformation ~ 406
description of ~ 405–406
formation of ~ 406
growth ~ 406
imaging of ~ 406
merohedral ~ 406, 407
nonmerohedral ~ 406
pseudomerohedral ~ 407
transformation ~ 406
twin(s) 405–406
~ boundary 405
~ plane 405
two-dimensional defects see planar defects
two-region strategy for calculation of point-defect energies 267, 268
two-site ideal model 46–47
Unit-cell parameter(s)
accuracy and precision of ~ measurements 181–182
accurate determination of ~ 181–182
standard uncertainties (s.u.) of ~ 181–182
unit-cell volume see unit-cell parameters
unit dislocation 398
uphill diffusion 411
Vacancy (vacancies)
anion ~ 396
cation ~ 396
VCA see virtual crystal approximation
Vegard’s rule 121–122
deviations from ~ 143–145
vibrational entropy 14, 145–146
relation of ~ and mixing enthalpy 145–146
strain and ~ 92–93
~ and the characteristic energy $E_s$ 25–27
vibrational vs. configurational relaxation 427, 428, 429
vibrations see also lattice vibrations
modelling ~ in solid solutions 23–24
virtual crystal approximation (VCA) 122, 123
viscosity and configurational entropy 437–438
volume determinations 80
volume of mixing ~ and strain 90–92
~ of binary silicate solid solutions 83
Wasastjerna–Hovi model 125
wave function 214, 215
pseudo ~ 215
weak-beam dark field TEM imaging 391, 401
weighting schemes of reflections 185
Wilson model 56–57
Wohl model 59–60
Wiistite–periclase see periclase–wiistite
Zero-loss image in TEM 395
Corrigenda

page 40, Equation 6a should read as

\[ \mu_i = G_m + (1 - X_i) \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_i} - \sum_{k \neq i} X_k \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_k} \]  

(6a)

*ibid.*, Equation 6b should read as

\[ \mu_i = G_m + \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_i} - \sum_k X_k \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_k} \]  

(6b)

page 44, Equation 19 should read as

\[ \mu_{A_n,C_r} = G_m + \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_A} + \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_C} - \sum_k X_k \frac{\partial G_m}{\partial X_k} \]  

(19)

throughout Chapter 4 (pages 71–100)

for KJ read kJ

page 94, Figure 6, vertical axis label

for W read WG

page 192, caption to Figure 6, line 1

for kaersutie read kaersutie (a)

*ibid.*, line 2

for potassic richterite read potassic richterite (b)

page 335, line 1 below Equation A.1.1

for \( \ln N! = N \ln N - N \) read \( \ln N! = N \ln N - N \)